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Inside the  
blogosphere

Clicking through Columbia blogs 
is effectively taking a tour through a 
tightknit community that is heavily 
engaged in online networking. Blogging is 
all about reading and sharing with others. 
Through connections, the following five 
CoMo blogs show how easy it is to begin 
reading about organic bratwurst only to 
wind up learning about planting seedlings 
for a city garden.

Jessica and Neil Kohler created the 
sarcastic and sometimes self-deprecating 
blog, Kohler Created (kohlercreated.com/
blog), to document moments that should 
be remembered but are easily forgotten. 
The couple posts about Web designing, 
cooking, backpacking and Neil’s affinity for 
automotive racing. 

“We’re both transplants to Columbia,” 
Jessica says. “We don’t have children and 
aren’t interested in bar crawling or Mizzou 
sports. That puts us in an interesting 
minority. I think we bring diversity to the 
(online community).” The blog’s Twitter 
feed is often filled with tweets to her friend 
Christa DeMarke (@Christa_Jane).

DeMarke is an MU art alumnus. She 
started C. Jane Create (cjanecreate.com) 
three years ago so she could show her 
art projects to her mother. Columbians 
lacking a creative muse can visit the blog 
for artistic inspiration through step-by-
step images of DeMarke’s Etsy creations. 
“I pull in a lot of outside things,” DeMarke 

says. “It’s a sort of DIY lifestyle blog.” 
In addition to her personal art blog, 
she regularly contributes to The COMO 
Collective. 

Similar to an artist colony, The 
COMO Collective (thecomocollective.
com) is a group of local cosmopolitan 
bloggers who share their love of music, 
food and adventures around town with 
other bloggers. CoMo native Ashley 
Hasty contributes by writing about local 
shopping and fashion. “I think Columbia 
is an excellent environment for blogs,” 
Hasty says. “Columbia is a young 
town and generally very open to fresh, 
new ideas. It’s small enough to be a 
community that knows each other 
personally and big enough to have 
enough to offer to warrant a blog.” 
When fellow contributor and founder 
Kate Canterbury isn’t typing for the 
collective, she’s probably updating her 
hyper-local blog, Capturing CoMo.

Offering a fresh perspective from 
a former CoMo outsider, Capturing 
CoMo (capturingcomo.com) is a 
refreshing personal take on local issues. 
The blog shrugs off MU affiliations with 
its “Beyond the Black and Gold” tag line. 
Posts cover topics such as Thai food, 
a local bucket list and the best places 
to indulge in a little Missouri wine. A 
page that links to other mid-Missouri 
bloggers hails CoMo Homestead as 

“committed to living a more healthy and 
self-sufficient lifestyle.”

At CoMo Homestead (comohomestead.
com), Charlie and Annette Triplett blog 
about growing their own food, composting 
and reducing waste to limit environmental 
impact. “There are other people living 
in CoMo who do urban homesteading,” 
Annette says. “We’re one of the few blogs 
about it in the area.” Her background in 

nutrition suggests Annette might have an 
academic writing style, but she tries to 
make the blog accessible in hopes it will 
encourage others to grow their own meals. 

The Tripletts list Kohler Created in 
their blogroll, and the links continue. The 
CoMo web community provides surfers an 
online-only look into niche environments 
found in the rest of the community.
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Local writers weave their 
CoMo-centric thoughts into the web

I Heart Columbia
Adorned with links to events, theaters, 
bike trails, parks and music venues, 
iheartcolumbia.com serves as a personal 
tour guide to everything CoMo. 

H4X354X0R
Hacky sacker Derrick Fogle’s trademark 
red shorts and sweat-drenched YouTube 
videos have made him a campus celebrity. 
On h4x354x0r.com, he records his exploits 
from each session. 

Patches Stripes Wallpaper Skin
At joelsager.wordpress.com, painter, 
critic and self-professed coffee addict Joel 
Sager blogs almost daily about dapper 
ruffians, belles bohème and his favorite 
two-dimensional works, a.k.a. 2-d(eities).

Drunk on Judgement
DrunkonJudgement.com is a six-man 
entertainment blog that contains reviews 
on things such as local concerts, video 
games and beer.
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